
 

  

What is an L.E. Gregg Special Inspection Technician 

Special inspections requires a self-reliant individual that is capable of reading and interpreting 

plans and specifications to ensure that what is being built matches the plans and building codes.  

While we are a professional service company, what we ultimately provide is a public service.  We 

are the last line in structural safety. 

A Special Inspector is responsible for performing Construction Materials Testing (CMT) as well 

as Special Inspections in accordance with the Kentucky Building Code.  The goal for this testing 

and inspection is to ensure that the client and owner are receiving a quality product.  The 

engineering technician represents L.E. Gregg engineers in the field on a daily basis.  Activities 

include but are not limited to: observing the placement of engineered fill materials, observing 

concrete placement including sampling and testing the concrete being placed, review of 

reinforcing steel in footings and slabs, review of plans and specifications.  Additionally, the 

position will include assisting in the L.E. Gregg Laboratory. 

Key Characteristics 

Beyond the basic ability to read and understand plans and specifications perform required tests 

and observations, and provide well written and timely daily inspection reports, an L.E. Gregg 

Special Inspection Technician is expected to: 

• Aggressively pursue the mandate given to us by the building code and our client to 

ensure that the project is being executed appropriately.  There is no reason to ever only 

look at one item on a jobsite. 

• Act at all times in the best interest of L.E. Gregg, its engineers, the public and the project 

owner. 

• Present yourself as a professional at all times, this includes conduct, punctuality, 

personal appearance, and equipment state. 

• Seek to maintain and improve personal levels of competence and knowledge with regard 

to special inspections. 

• Work as a team which would include effective internal communications and a 

willingness to pitch in on the task at hand. 

 

 


